Explore The World From Past To Present, and Discover The Future of Scholarly Research.

Now you can support targeted and multidisciplinary coursework like never before. *Gale World Scholar* is a regional-studies resource ideal for research in history, anthropology, political science, diplomacy, anthropology, sociology, economics and comparative studies.

You’ve never seen anything like this - no one has.

Only *Gale World Scholar* meets today’s pressing need in academia – the need for instructive learning content combined with rare, high-value research content. For the first time, students and faculty access centuries of contextual information from one resource.

**Integrated content includes:**
- Historical monographs, manuscripts and newspapers
- Peer-reviewed journals
- Audio, video and other multimedia
- International news sources
- World-class references
- Reliable statistics
- Original scholarship-signed essays allow researchers to connect between key topics and primary sources, giving new perspectives to historical content
- More than a million pages of digitized historical and contemporary primary sources combine with today’s dynamic reference sources
- Nearly 300 Spanish colonial maps never before digitized, some dating back to the 1700s
- An engaging interface presents information in ways that mirror the workflows of students and scholars
- Results help students become researchers – promoting critical thinking and enriching information-literacy skills
What does Gale World Scholar offer you?

A Distinguished Editorial Board
Led by Editor-in-Chief Erick D. Langer (Edmund J. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University), the editorial board for *Gale World Scholar: Latin America & the Caribbean* is comprised of department chairs, professors, librarians, authors and other subject-matter experts from Duke University, Vanderbilt University, University of Puerto Rico, Queen's University, University of Leeds and several more international institutions. Learn about the editorial board at gale.com/worldscholar.

A Robust Toolbox
The *Gale World Scholar* platform makes discovery easy, so scholars can concentrate on the content. Services that enhance the research process include:

- On-demand text translation into eight languages
- ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology
- Embedded email function and share tools that include dozens of social sites
- and more!

A Choice of Options
Create the ideal resource for your researchers by combining historical and contemporary content to function together. Many customizable purchase options are available.

An Ongoing Commitment
Future *Gale World Scholar* products will bring more global regions into sharp focus, reflecting Gale’s commitment to supporting in-depth area studies.

An Opportunity to Discover More
To learn more or register for complimentary access, contact your Sales Representative at 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.com/worldscholar